
Take control over your
brand awareness
campaigns with reach and
frequency buying



In this guide, you’ll read how the Reach and Frequency (R&F) buying method works, why
it’s important to control the frequency of your ads, and how to set it all up. You’ll also
learn how sequencing your ads can help you tell your brand’s narrative to increase your
ad recall and influence purchase decisions.

What you'll find:

What is Reach and Frequency (R&F) buying
Why ad frequency is important
Sequencing your ads
How to set up R&F campaign

Through Ads Manager
Through Campaign Planner



Reach more than 200k people
Target a whole country
Have predictable reach
Control how many times people see their ads
Plan and book their ads in advance

Reach and frequency buying lets you book campaigns in advance and predict their
performance before you launch them. You can predictably reach your audience, control
how many times they’ll see your ads, the days they’ll see your ads as well, as the order of
your ads (great if you’re launching an ad sequence). You can also use the R&F buying to
set your goal and estimate the budget you need to reach that goal.
 
With the control that Reach and Frequency buying provides, you’ll be able to see the
CPM based on your audience, so you’ll know what you pay before you book your
campaign.
 
R&F buying is great for advertisers who want to:
 

 
Right now, FB lets you choose from only 5 objectives when you select the R&F buying
method. Plus, by default, FB will automatically assign a type of ad delivery based on the
objective.

Brand awareness 

Reach

Engagement

Vide views

Traffic

Objective

Ad recall

Impressions

Post Engagement

ThruPlay

Link Clicks

Delivery

This limited selection in R&F buying makes it a suitable option for raising brand
awareness, launching a new campaign, or engaging with your broader audience.

What is Reach and Frequency
buying?



Brand awareness campaigns can get away with higher frequency since the main goal is
to gain brand recognition fast across your chosen target group. Extensive brand visibility
tends to lead to better brand recognition on your site which can eventually lead to more
potential customers. 

“All this sounds nice… but…

How many times should I show my ad to people before they get annoyed?”

Solid question you have there.

Let’s talk about the frequency for a sec.



Digital ad space is a fierce battleground where people are exposed to several thousands
of ad impressions daily. So showing your ad only once makes it very unlikely for a person
to remember the ad itself, let alone your message and brand. 

That’s where frequency comes in. Several studies pointed out that people need repeated
exposure to ads before they show buying intent.

On the other hand, if showing your ad more frequently doesn’t add to your ad recall or
leaves a negative impression, you’re risking causing ad fatigue. In the worst case
scenario, your customers might get so annoyed they’d go to your competitor when
they’re purchase ready. 

“So what’s the magical number?”

A study done by Facebook talks about the effect of higher frequency on your brand
recognition. They took the total brand lift in ad recall and compared it to purchase intent
that was visible at different weekly frequency caps.
 
They found out that companies using a frequency cap of 1 per week were losing up to
20% of their potential brand lift in ad recall. Just by increasing the frequency cap to 2 per
week, companies were able to capture 95% of their total potential brand lift.

This is why it’s important to
have control over your
frequency

Unfortunately, not even Facebook has the magic number that works across markets,
industries, and segments. The best you can do is to test if you see any differences in your
KPIs based on different frequency caps.



if you’re an established brand

If your message is simple

If it’s a low season

If you use multiple media channels

Use lower frequency (show 1-2
times in 7 days per person):

If your brand is new

If your message is more complex

If it’s a high season

If you use only one channel

Use higher frequency (show 3+
times in 7 days per person):

If you want to see Facebook’s full frequency report, click here.
 
If you need to show your message more often, but you want to avoid showing the same
ad too many times, you can look into ad sequencing.

But, to give you a good starting point, you can consider these factors.

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/insights/effective-frequency-reaching-full-campaign-potential


R&F buying includes a tool that lets you arrange up to 50 ads in a specific order that you
can then show to your audience. This means that you’ll be able to raise brand awareness
and engage your audience in a conversation within one ad sequence instead of multiple
separate campaigns. 
 
Ad sequencing goes well with the idea of showing your message to your audience
several times so the ad recall can jump up. All the while, you’re lowering the risk of being
annoying since you’re not showing the same ad over and over again. In other words, you
can convey your brand message, and create a brand narrative many times over, without
slapping your audience with the exact same ad.
 
One limitation of Facebook’s ad sequencing is that it doesn’t allow you to control
whether your audience has to have to seen or engaged with the ads for them to see the
next in a sequence. For example, if some people in your audience won’t be online in the
time you scheduled ad #1 they will miss it, but still, they’ll continue in your sequence to
see your next ads.

Tell a story through the
sequence of your ads

Reach a broader audience with several different ads to tell a story
Try engaging with your audience in different ways 

use longer messaging to introduce your brand or product
use shorter messaging to prompt an action

Tell the brand’s story

Despite its limits, R&F ad sequencing is a great choice if you want to:

 
For inspiration on ad sequences, you can check what Adidas did with their 3 ads
sequence. The result was a stunning 317% increase in lift product interest.



2nd Ad

It’s a 6 sec. long video
showing their product up
close and in depth. watch
here →

1st Ad

It’s long form video ad (over
3 min) that tells a journey of
leading football players. The
goal was to put their product
into a context and tell a story.
watch here →

3rd Ad

It’s a 48 sec. video ad that
again aims to tell a story and
put their product into a
context. watch here →

As you can see in this Adidas example, ad sequencing helps marketers to get creative
with their campaigns. That can lead to better ad recall and increased product interest.
 
You can set up the sequence only after you booked your spot with FB for R&F campaign.
And there are two ways you can reserve it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5bQJIResJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMY9RNU7FiM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5F8wWrXo8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5bQJIResJE
https://youtu.be/J5F8wWrXo8k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMY9RNU7FiM


From there, you continue by choosing an objective and moving on to set up your Ad set
level. Keep in mind the minimum amount of reach is 200k people, and locations are
limited to whole countries.
 
At the very bottom of your Ad set level, you’re able to set up your frequency. You can
either choose to go with default = frequency cap of 2 per 7 days shown to one person.
Or you can select a manual option where you decide what the frequency cap should be.
 
Afterward, you continue with selecting your ad delivery. That is either the standard
option or sequenced.
 
The other way to set up R&F campaign is to make it through Campaign Planner.

How to set up R&F campaign
#1 Set up your R&F campaign in the Ads Manager

It’s almost exactly the same
kind of process as you’re
already familiar with when
setting up normal FB
campaigns. In your Ads
Manager on the campaign level,
select Reach and Frequency
buying type.



You can write your budget, and Facebook will calculate the reach for you. Or, the other
way around, type in your desired reach. Same as before, your minimum reach has to be
at least 200k people. Here you can decide if you want to stop and book your campaign
with only the budget and reach filled in, or you can continue with a more specific setup.

#2 Set up your R&F campaign in the Campaign Planner

You’ll find the Campaign Planner in your Ads Manager ‘All tools’ menu.
 
When you get into the Campaign Planner, you’ll see a dashboard where you’ll create
your versions. If you’re making more than one plan, make sure to name them in a
recognizable way..

In the section below, you can choose your objective, and FB will auto-fill your ad delivery
based. It's the same 5 objectives you've read about at the beginning of this guide.

Afterward, you get to adjust your frequency cap.
 
In the last section, you can edit your audience's interests, ad formats, and placements.



You can also see the average frequency per version. If you’d want to increase your
frequency to 4 or 5, you’ll, of course, have to allocate a bigger budget.
 
When you’re ready, you can click on the 3 dots so you can reserve the version for
purchase. When you click on that, you’ll commit your money to it, so be sure all is ready
for publishing.

What makes Campaign Planner useful is that you can easily compare different versions
of settings. Here you can see 3 different versions for 3 different countries. Compare
which country is more expensive, gets better reach, and which country has a lower cost
per result.



Key takeaway

Reach more than 200k people
Target a whole country
Have predictable reach
Control how many times people see their ads
Plan and book their ads in advance

Reach and Frequency buying lets you book campaigns in advance and predict their
performance before you launch them. So you’ll know how many people your campaign
will reach, you can set up the frequency cap, and you’ll know the CPM of your campaign.
 
With its limitation for campaign objectives, R&F buying is great for advertisers who want
to raise brand awareness, launch a new campaign, or simply want to control how many
times people see their ads.
 
Controlling your ad’s frequency gives you a great opportunity to become more
recognizable as a brand, which can lead to increased buying intent from your audience.
While there is no magical number that works for everyone, there are different factors for
you to consider when deciding on the frequency cap. You’ll need to test what the
maximum frequency cap is for your audience before they get ad fatigue.
 
To combat the situation where you need to have a higher frequency but don’t want to
show the same ad too many times, consider ad sequence. This tool gives you the option
to show your ads in your desired sequence to tell your message.
 
R&F buying works well if you want to:



Make sure you’re using your campaign’s full
potential

Our mission is to enable our customers to unlock the potential of data and gain the
insights that lie within, so they can make informed decisions that move their businesses
forward.

We offer a powerful yet seamless analytics platform that makes the complex simple.
Seen through our objective lens, users get an easy, uncluttered view of their data –
enabling them to see the bigger picture and make impactful changes.

About deepdivr

Want to know how one of your campaigns performed? Get a FREE analysis of your
campaign with an expert’s opinion on the data you gathered. 

Send a message to mikkel@deepdivr.io, and he’ll take it from there.

mailto:mikkel@deepdivr.io

